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Abstract. In this contribution we analyse in a qualita-
tive sense for the geometry-free model the dependency of
the location, the size and the shape of the ambiguity
search space on di�erent factors of the stochastic model.
For this purpose a rather general stochastic model is
used. It includes time-correlation, cross-correlation,
satellite elevation dependency and the use of an a priori
weighted ionospheric model, having the ionosphere-
®xed model and the ionosphere-¯oat model as special
cases. It is shown that the location is invariant for
changes in the cofactor matrix of the phase observables.
This also holds true for the cofactor matrix of the code
observables in the ionosphere-¯oat case. As for time-
correlation and satellite elevation dependency, it is
shown that they only a�ect the size of the search space,
but not its shape and orientation. It is also shown that
the least-squares ambiguities, their variance matrix and
its determinant, for, respectively, the ionosphere-®xed
model, the ionosphere-¯oat model and the ionosphere-
weighted model, are all related through the same scalar
weighted mean, the weight of which is governed by the
variance ratio of the ionospheric delays and the code
observables. A closed-form expression is given for the
area of the search space in which all contributing factors
are easily recognized. From it one can infer by how
much the area gets blown up when the ionospheric
spatial decorrelation increases. This multiplication fac-
tor is largest when one switches from the ionosphere-
®xed model to the ionosphere-¯oat model, in which case
it is approximately equal to the ratio of the standard
deviation of phase with that of code. The area gives an
indication of the number of grid points inside the search
space.
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1 Introduction

Integer ambiguity estimation is a prerequisite for fast,
high-precision GPS relative positioning. It is based on
the integer least-squares principle

min
a
�âÿ a�T Qÿ1â �âÿ a� ; a integer �1�

where â is the vector of real-valued least-squares
ambiguities and Qâ its variance matrix. Due to the
integer constraints on the double-di�erenced (DD)
ambiguities and the fact that the variance matrix is
non-diagonal, the solution of Eq. (1) must be obtained
by means of a search. An e�cient method for computing
the integer least-squares ambiguities has been intro-
duced in Teunissen (1993) and reviewed in Kleusberg
and Teunissen (1996); it is the least-squares ambiguity
decorrelation adjustment (LAMBDA). Implementation
aspects of the method can be found in de Jonge and
Tiberius (1996) and de Jonge et al. (1996). The method
makes use of the ambiguity search space, which when
formulated in the space of the original DD ambiguities
is de®ned as

�âÿ a�T Qÿ1â �âÿ a� � v2 �2�

It is located at â, its shape and orientation are governed
by Qâ and its size can be controlled by v2.

In this contribution we will study how the location,
size and shape of the ambiguity search space are driven
by the stochastic model. For this purpose we will make
use of a rather general stochastic model. It includes
time-correlation, cross-correlation, satellite elevation
dependency and a weighting of the ionospheric delays.
Our analysis will be based on the geometry-free model
(see e.g. Hatch 1982; Melbourne 1985; WuÈ bbena 1985;
Euler and Goad 1991; Dedes and Goad 1994; Euler and
Hatch 1994; Teunissen 1996). In order to get a deeper
insight as to the way in which the di�erent factors of the
stochastic model contribute, our analysis will be of a
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qualitative nature rather than a quantitative one. We
will therefore put emphasis on analytical results, with,
where possible, the formulation of closed-form solu-
tions.

In Sect. 2 we introduce and discuss the functional and
stochastic part of the geometry-free model. We distin-
guish between three versions, the ®rst being the iono-
sphere-®xed model, the second the ionosphere-¯oat
model and the third the ionosphere-weighted model.
The ®rst is applicable to short baselines only, whereas
the second is applicable to baselines for which the spatial
decorrelation of the ionosphere is at its maximum. In
Sect. 3 we solve for the location of the search space and
show how it depends on the di�erent components of the
stochastic model. We also present a recursive formula-
tion, which remains valid in the presence of time-cor-
relation. The dependency of the size and shape of the
search space on the stochastic model is discussed in
Sect. 4. Here, we distinguish between time-dependent
and time-invariant factors. The area of the search space
is discussed in Sect. 5; we present a closed-form ex-
pression for it and show in which way it is a�ected by
the stochastic model. A summary of our results is given
in Sect. 6.

2 The geometry-free model

The geometry-free model is the simplest GPS single-
baseline model one can think of that still allows one to
determine the integer ambiguities. In this section we will
introduce and discuss both its functional and stochastic
model. First we consider the single-epoch case, then the
multi-epoch case.

2.1 Single-epoch case

For a single epoch i, the four observation equations of
the geometry-free model read

/1�i� � r�i� � k1a1 � e/1
�i�

/2�i� � r�i� � k2a2 � e/2
�i�

p1�i� � r�i� � ep1�i�
p2�i� � r�i� � ep2�i�

�3�

with /1�i� and /2�i�, the DD phase observables on L1
and L2 at epoch i, expressed in units of range, rather
than in cycles; p1�i� and p2�i�, the corresponding code
observables; r�i�, the DD form of the unknown ranges
from receivers to satellites; k1 and k2, the known
wavelengths of the L1 and L2 frequency; a1 and a2, the
two unknown integer carrier-phase ambiguities, and,
e/1
�i�, e/2

�i�, ep1�i� and ep2�i� the a priori residuals that
contain the measurement noises and remaining unmod-
elled e�ects.

This model is referred to as geometry-free because it
dispenses with the receiver-satellite geometry. The ob-
servation equations are therefore linear from the outset
and hence no further linearization is needed. Note that
the tropospheric delays have not been modelled explic-

itly in the equations. The reason for this is that, when
present, they would automatically get lumped with the
range parameters r�i�. This implies that all unknown
parameters in the model, except the range parameters
r�i�, can be estimated free from tropospheric biases.
Also note, since the preceding equations are in DD
form, that the data are based on using two receivers,
both tracking the same two satellites. The two receivers
may be in motion or may be stationary.

In the given formulation, the ionospheric delays have
been assumed absent, and, it is hence applicable to short
baselines only. In case the ionospheric delays are present
though, we can still make use of Eq. (3), provided the
left sides of the equations are now interpreted as ob-
servables being corrected for the ionospheric delays.
Hence, in this case we have

/1�i� � /01�i� � l1I�i�
/2�i� � /02�i� � l2I�i�
p1�i� � p01�i� ÿ l1I�i�
p2�i� � p02�i� ÿ l2I�i�

�4�

in which l1I�i� denotes the DD ionospheric delay on L1
at epoch i; l1 and l2 are the known wavelength ratios
l1 � k1

k2
and l2 � k2

k1
; and the DD observables are now

given by the primed variates.
In this contribution we model the ionospheric delays

as random variables. The sample values of the iono-
spheric delays can be taken from an externally provided
ionospheric model, see e.g. Georgiadou (1994), Wild
(1994), Wanninger (1995). In some applications where
the baselines are su�ciently short it even su�ces to take
zero as sample value. The a priori uncertainty in the
ionospheric delays will be modelled through its variance
being proportional to the ionospheric variance factor s2I .
The use of an a priori weighted ionosphere has been
discussed in e.g. Wild and Beutler (1991), Schaer (1994)
and Bock (1996). The value of s2I depends to a large
extent on the interstation distance between the two re-
ceivers. Since the ionosphere decorrelates as function of
the interstation distance, s2I is at its maximum for
baselines where the ionosphere is fully decorrelated, and
it gets smaller the shorter the baselines become. For
su�ciently short baselines it can be taken equal to zero.
A proposal on how to describe s2I as function of the
interstation distance can be found in Bock (1996).

Modelling the ionospheric delays as random vari-
ables allows us to consider three versions of the geom-
etry-free model. The version in which the ionospheric
delays are assumed absent or known (s2I � 0), the ver-
sion in which the ionospheric delays are assumed present
but completely unknown (s2I � 1), and the version in
which the ionospheric delays are assumed present and
known with uncertainty (0 < s2I <1). The ®rst version
will be referred to as the ionosphere-®xed model, the
second as the ionosphere-¯oat model and the third as the
ionosphere-weighted model.

Taking the ionospheric uncertainty into account, the
dispersion of /�i� � �/1�i�;/2�i��T and p�i� � �p1�i�;
p2�i��T is assumed to be proportional to the time-in-
variant matrix
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D
/�i�
p�i�
� �� �

/ C/ � s2I llT ÿs2I llT

ÿs2I llT Cp � s2I llT

� �
�5�

with the cofactor matrices

C/ �
c2/1

c/1/2

c/2/1
c2/2

" #
; Cp �

c2p1 cp1p2

cp2p1 c2p2

" #
;

llT � l21 l1l2
l2l1 l22

" #
� �k1=k2�2 1

1 �k2=k1�2
" #

Through the two cofactor matrices C/ and Cp, we allow
the variances of the observables on the two frequencies
to di�er. Also, the presence of cross-correlation is
permitted. Depending on how the measurement process
is implemented in the GPS receivers, the observables
may or may not be cross-correlated. In the presence of
anti-spoo®ng (AS) for instance, some receivers use a
hybrid technique to provide dual-frequency code mea-
surements (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. 1994). As a result
the code data become cross-correlated. For other
receivers, c/1/2

and cp1p2 can be taken zero.

2.2 Multi-epoch case

The functional model can be written in a compact form
if we make use of the following matrix-vector notation:
/ � �/�1�T ; . . . ;/�k�T �T , p � �p�1�T ; . . . ; p�k�T �T ,
r � �r�1�; . . . ; r�k��T , a � �a1; a2�T , ek � �1; . . . ; 1�T ,
Ik � diag�1; . . . ; 1�, and K � diag�k1; k2�. Using the
mathematical expectation Ef:g and the Kronecker
product 
, the linear system of observation equations
of the geometry-free model, for k epochs, then reads

E
/
p

� �� �
� Ik 
 e2 ek 
 K

Ik 
 e2 0

� �
r
a

� �
�6�

Note that the ambiguities are assumed to be constant in
time, whereas the DD ranges r�i� are assumed to change
from epoch to epoch.

The Kronecker product of two matrices M and N is
de®ned as

M 
 N �
m11N . . . m1qN

..

. ..
.

mp1N . . . mpqN

264
375

with M � �mij�, i � 1; . . . p, j � 1; . . . ; q. Some of its
properties are (see e.g. Rao 1973)

�M 
 N�T � MT 
 N T

�M 
 N�ÿ1 � Mÿ1 
 Nÿ1

M1M2 
 N1N2 � �M1 
 N1��M2 
 N2�
As for the stochastic model, the multi-epoch case

allows us to take its variability with time into account.
This concerns the proportionality factor of Eq. (5). If
the precision of the observables is assumed to be time
invariant and time-correlation to be absent, this factor is
simply a constant. It becomes a function of time how-

ever, denoted as q2�i�, in case we allow the precision to
change with time. And if we also want to allow for the
presence of time-correlation, we need to include a cou-
pling between the various epochs as well. This coupling
will be denoted as q�i; j�. As a result we get for the
dispersion

D
/
p

� �� �
� Q
 �C/ � s2I llT � ÿQ
 �s2I llT �

ÿQ
 �s2I llT � Q
 �Cp � s2I llT �
� �

�7�
with the full matrix

Q �
q2�1� . . . q�1; k�

..

. . .
. ..

.

q�k; 1� . . . q2�k�

264
375

in which q2�i� takes care of the precision variability over
time and where q�i; j� � q�i; j�=q�i�q�j� equals the
correlation between the two epochs i and j.

2.3 A choice for q2�i� and q�i; j�

Although many of the results obtained in this contribu-
tion hold true for an arbitrary choice of the positive
de®nite matrix Q, we also consider what happens when a
particular choice for this matrix is made. We therefore
discuss one possible choice for the matrix Q.

In Euler and Goad (1991), Jin (1995) and Gerdan
(1995) it has been shown that the time dependency of the
precision of the GPS observables can be linked to the
change over time of the satellite elevation angles. Fur-
thermore, the decaying exponential function seems to
provide an appropriate description for this linkage. We
therefore assume that the standard deviation of an un-
di�erenced GPS observable is proportional to

1� ceÿ�
s
r�i�=�o

where c is a constant, �s
r�i� is the elevation angle under

which satellite s is observed from receiver r at epoch i,
and where �o is a reference elevation angle. For our DD
observables, this description results in

q2�i� �
X2
r�1

X2
s�1
�1� ceÿ�

s
r�i�=�o�2 �8�

Note that when the two receivers are su�ciently close
together, one may take the two elevation angles to the
same satellite as being the same.

In the absence of the satellite elevation dependency
we can set q2�i� � 1 and interpret the entries of the
matrix in Eq. (5) as being DD variances and DD co-
variances. With q2�i� � 1, matrix Q becomes a correla-
tion matrix, which will be denoted as R. A simple model
for time-correlation is one where the noise is assumed to
follow a ®rst-order autoregressive process. In that case,
we have

R � �qjiÿjj� ; 0 � q � 1 �9�
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where q denotes the correlation coe�cient and where
qjiÿjj equals the �i; j�th entry of matrix R. The correla-
tion matrix is a unit matrix in case q � 0, and equals the
rank-1 matrix ekeT

k in case q � 1. For the correlation
coe�cient one can take q � eÿT=t, with T the sam-
pling interval and t the correlation length. Note that
matrix Q can be factored as Q � diag�q�1�; . . . ; q�k��
Rdiag�q�1�; . . . ; q�k��, in case time-correlation and satel-
lite elevation dependency are both assumed present.

In our analysis we also need the inverse of Q and thus
the inverse of the above correlation matrix. Using an
upper triangular factorization, it reads

Rÿ1 � LT DL �10�
with

L �

1

ÿq 1

. .
. . .

.

ÿq 1

266664
377775 ;

Dÿ1 � diag 1; �1ÿ q2�; . . . ; �1ÿ q2�� �

Now that we have established our assumptions
concerning the stochastic model, we are in the position
to determine the least-squares solution of the ambigu-
ities.

3 The location of the search space

The location of the search space is uniquely character-
ized by the least-squares solution of the ambiguities.
Since we are only interested in the ambiguities and not
in the DD ranges, we ®rst eliminate r from Eq. (6). Pre-
multiplication of Eq. (6) with the 3k � 4k matrix

Ik 
 I2 ÿIk 
 I2
0 Ik 
 dT

� �
with d � �ÿ1; 1�T and thus dT e2 � 0, gives together with
Eq. (7) the reduced linear system of observation
equations

E
/ÿ p

�Ik 
 dT �p
� �� �

� ek 
 K

0

� �
a ;

D
/ÿ p

�Ik 
 dT �p
� �� �

� Q
 A Q
 B

Q
 BT Q
 C

� � �11�

with

A � �C/ � Cp � 4s2I llT �
B � ÿ�Cp � 2s2I llT �d
C � dT �Cp � s2I llT �d

8<:

Note that the redundancy of the model equals 3k ÿ 2.
Hence, there is a redundancy of 1 when k � 1. This is
due to having code data on a second frequency as well.
For every additional epoch, the redundancy increases by
3. This is due to the assumed constancy of the two
ambiguities and the fact of having code data on two
frequencies.

Application of the least-squares principle to this
model results in the normal equations

�eT
k Qÿ1ek 
 KT Nÿ1K�â�s2I � � �eT

k Qÿ1 
 KT Nÿ1��/ÿ p�
ÿ �eT

k Qÿ1 
 KT Nÿ1BCÿ1dT �p �12�

with N � �Aÿ BT Cÿ1B�. For the purpose of our
further analysis we have explicitly shown the depen-
dence of the least-squares estimate on s2I . Solving the
normal equations and writing the solution in scalar
form gives

with the k � 1 weight vector

wk � �wk�1�; . . . ;wk�k��T � Qÿ1ek�eT
k Qÿ1ek�ÿ1 �14�

and the 2� 2 matrix of weights

W �s2I � � wij�s2I �
� �

� I2 ÿ �Cp � 2s2I llT �d dT �Cp � s2I llT �d� �ÿ1
dT

�15�
The weight vector wk captures the weighting over the
epochs, while matrix W �s2I � gives the within-epoch
relative weight of the code observables.

With the solution in Eq. (13) we have one general
expression for the least-squares ambiguities. Apart from
the data input of course, the solution only changes when
the entries of W �s2I � and/or wk�i� change. Note that they
are both independent of the matrix C/. The least-
squares ambiguity estimates are therefore completely
independent of this matrix. This implies that the solu-
tion is independent of a possible covariance between the
L1 and L2 carrier phases, that it is also independent of a
change in the epoch-wise variance ratio between the L1
and L2 phase data and that it is independent of the
common level over time of the phase variances. Thus the
location of the ambiguity search space will not change
when matrix C/ is changed.

This will not be the case of course, when we consider
the data input. That is, the location of the ambiguity
search space will change when the input data /1�i�,
/2�i�, p1�i� or p2�i� change. Biases in the data, for in-
stance, will have their e�ect on the location of the search

â1�s2I � � 1
k1

Pk
i�1 wk�i� /1�i� ÿ w11�s2I �p1�i� � w12�s2I �p2�i�

� �� �
â2�s2I � � 1

k2

Pk
i�1 wk�i� /2�i� ÿ w21�s2I �p1�i� � w22�s2I �p2�i�

� �� � �13�
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space. If we substitute Eq. (4) into Eq. (13), we can infer
the impact of a mismodelling in the ionospheric delays
on the location. The bias in the vector of least-squares
ambiguities due to biases bI�i� in the ionospheric delays
I�i�, then follows as

bâ�s2I � � Kÿ1�I2 � W �s2I ��l
Xk

i�1
wk�i�bI�i� �16�

This potential shift in the location of the search space
will only be zero when the weighted time average of the
ionospheric biases vanishes or when s2I � 1, that is,
when the ionosphere-¯oat solution is considered.

The independence of the ambiguity estimates for
changes in C/ implies an invariance for location. Note
however, that although the estimates are invariant for
such a change, the least-squares ambiguity estimator
itself of course will not have this property of invariance.
That is, the size and shape of the ambiguity search space
will depend on it. We will return to this in Sect. 4. We
will now discuss the role of the weights wk and W �s2I �.
We also present a recursive formulation for the least-
squares ambiguities.

3.1 The weight vector wk

The time-dependent part of the stochastic model is
captured in the weight vector wk. That is, the depen-
dence on matrix Q manifests itself only through the
weights wk�i�. These weights are independent, however,
of s2I , C/ and Cp. Since eT

k wk � 1 according to Eq. (14),
the weights sum up to unityXk

i�1
wk�i� � 1

Also note that in the solution given by Eq. (13), no
assumption has yet been made about matrix Q. Hence
the solution holds for any structure one might choose
for matrix Q. We will now consider what happens when
particular choices are made for the two functions q�i; j�
and q2�i�.

In case time-correlation is assumed absent, then
q�i; j� � 0 and matrix Q becomes diagonal. In that case
we only need to consider the function q2�i�. In case it
equals unity, then Q � Ik and the weights become

wk�i� � 1

k
8i �17�

Hence, in this case the linear combinations of the phase
and code data are all weighted identically. For a variable
function q2�i�, de®ned e.g. according to Eq. (8), we have
Q � diag�q2�1�; . . . ; q2�k�� and the weights become

wk�i� � 1=q2�i�Pk
j�1 1=q2�j� ; 8i �18�

This implies that more weight is given to the data when
q2�i� is small. In case of satellite elevation dependency, it

means that more weight is given to the data when the
elevation angles are large.

When time-correlation is assumed present, the matrix
Q becomes a non-diagonal (full) matrix. Let us ®rst as-
sume q2�i� � 1. Matrix Q reduces then to a correlation
matrix, which equals R � �LT DL�ÿ1, in case a ®rst-order
autoregressive process is assumed. With wk � Rÿ1ek
�eT

k Rÿ1ek�ÿ1, using Eq. (10), the corresponding weights
then follow as

wk�i� � 1

2q� k�1ÿ q� �
1 for i � 1; k

1ÿ q for 1 < i < k

�
�19�

When we compare these weights with those of Eq. (18),
we note that the presence of time-correlation can be
mimicked through the use of a function

q2�i� � 1� q for i � 1; k
1�q
1ÿq for 1 < i < k

�
If we assume time-correlation to be present and the
function q2�i� to vary over time, we have Q � diag�q�1�;
. . . ; q�k���LT DL�ÿ1diag�q�1�; . . . ; q�k��. In this case the
weights become

wk�i� � 1=q2�i�
1ÿq2

q2�1� �
Pk

i�2� 1q�i� ÿ q
q�iÿ1��2

�
�1ÿ q q�i�

q�i�1�� for i � 1

�1ÿ q� q�i�
q�iÿ1� � q�i�

q�i�1�� � q2� for 1 < i < k

�1ÿ q q�i�
q�iÿ1�� for i � k

8>>><>>>:
�20�

3.2 The `weight' matrix W �s2I �

We will now consider the within-epoch weights and
study their dependence on s2I and Cp. But ®rst note, since
W �s2I �e2 � e2, that also the entries of the two rows of
W �s2I � sum up to unity

w11�s2I � � w12�s2I � � 1
w21�s2I � � w22�s2I � � 1

�
These entries are not necessarily weights in the statistical
sense however, since they can take on negative values as
well. In the following we will consider, respectively, the
ionosphere-®xed solution, the ionosphere-¯oat solution
and the ionosphere-weighted solution.

3.2.1. The ionosphere-®xed solution �s2I � 0�. In case the
ionospheric delays are assumed absent or known, matrix
W �s2I � of Eq. (15) reduces to the projector

W �0� � I2 ÿ Cpd�dT Cpd�ÿ1dT �21�
It projects onto e2 and along Cpd. Since this projector
can be alternatively written as e2�eT

2Cÿ1p e2�ÿ1eT
2Cÿ1p , it

immediately follows that
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w11�0� � w21�0� � 1

1� �c2p1=�c2p2
;

w12�0� � w22�0� � 1

1� �c2p2=�c2p1

with �c2p1 � c2p1 ÿ cp1p2 and �c2p2 � c2p2 ÿ cp1p2 . This shows
that the weights do depend on the presence of covari-
ance between the L1 and L2 code data. But it also shows
that this covariance can be mimicked by using a down-
scaled variance in case of positive correlation, or by
using an up-scaled variance, in case of negative corre-
lation. The expressions for the weights also show that in
the absence of covariance, it is the ratio of the L1 and L2
code variances that counts, and not their individual
values.

3.2.2 The ionosphere-¯oat solution �s2I � 1�. In case the
ionospheric delays are assumed present, but completely
unknown, matrix W �s2I � reduces to
W �1� � I2 ÿ 2llT d�dT llT d�ÿ1dT �22�
This matrix is not a projector and its entries, as opposed
to the entries of W �0�, are both positive and negative.
Note that W �1� is completely independent of the
matrix Cp. So, the `weights' are ®xed from the outset.
Their values ensure that the ambiguity solution is free
from the presence of ionospheric biases.

3.2.3 The ionosphere-weighted solution �0 < s2I <1�. It
follows from Eqs. (15), (21) and (22) that matrix W �s2I �
can be written as the linear combination

W �s2I � � aW �0� � �1ÿ a�W �1� �23�
with the weight

a � 1

1� s2I lT PCÿ1p l
�24�

and the projector P � d�dT Cpd�ÿ1dT Cp. If we combine
Eq. (23) with the solution Eq. (13), it follows that the
ionosphere-weighted ambiguity solution can also be
written as a linear combination

â(s2I )= a â(0) + (1-a) â(1) �25�
This is a very simple expression indeed. It shows that the
ionosphere-weighted ambiguity solution is a weighted
mean of the ionosphere-®xed solution and the iono-
sphere-¯oat solution. Moreover, the weights are scalars,
which implies that the preceding weighted mean holds
for every function of the L1 and L2 ambiguities. For
instance, it holds for the widelane ambiguity or for any
one of the transformed ambiguities that are obtained
with the LAMBDA method.

The weight a is driven by s2I l
T PCÿ1p l, which equals

s2I �l2 ÿ l1�2=2c2p in case Cp � c2pI2. This shows that the
weight a is driven by the ratio of the a priori ionospheric
variance and the variance with which the ionospheric

delay can be estimated from the code data using a single
epoch. In fact when Cp � c2pI2, then both solutions â�0�
and â�1� are independent of Cp and the impact of the
code precision is then only felt through the ratio s2I =c2p in
the weight a. This shows that it is not so much the
amount of ionospheric decorrelation that determines the
weighting, but more its value in relation to the precision
of the code data. In other words, improving the preci-
sion of the code data has a similar e�ect as increasing
the length of the baseline, as far as the ionospheric de-
lays are concerned.

From the above expression it also follows immedi-
ately how a mismodelling of the ionospheric delays
propagates as function of s2I . Since bâ�1� � 0, it follows
from Eq. (25) that bâ�s2I � � abâ�0�. This shows that the
orientation of the bias vector is independent of s2I . Only
the length of the bias vector depends on s2I .

3.3 A recursive formulation

The least-squares solution given by Eq. (13) is given in
batch form; we now present a recursive formulation for
it, expressed in the predictor-corrector form. First
however, we write Eq. (13) in a more compact form.
The least-squares ambiguity solution based on data
from a single epoch, say epoch i, is given as

a1�i� � 1
k1
�/1�i� ÿ �w11�s2I �p1�i� � w12�s2I �p2�i���

a2�i� � 1
k2
�/2�i� ÿ �w21�s2I �p1�i� � w22�s2I �p2�i���

Note that we have omitted the argument s2I and have
replaced it instead with the argument of time i. With
a�i� � �a1�i�; a2�i��T , we can now write Eq. (13) as

âkjk �
Xk

i�1
wk�i�a�i� �26�

Note that we have used a double subindex for time. As
with the usual Kalman-®lter notation, this is to distin-
guish between the predictor (time update) and the
corrector (measurement update). It will be clear that
Eq. (26) does not admit a recursive formulation in
general, unless the weights satisfy certain properties.
That is, a recursive formulation is not possible for an
arbitrary positive de®nite matrix Q. It is possible,
however, when matrix Q is of the form
Q � diag�q�1�; . . . ; q�k�� �LT DL�ÿ1diag�q�1�; . . . ; q�k��.
A recursive formulation is thus possible even in the
presence of time-correlation. To show this, ®rst note
that we have the following recursion for wi�i�,

n�1� � q2�1�
1ÿ q2

; w1�1� � 1

m�i� � 1ÿ q
q�i�

q�iÿ 1� i � 2

n�i� � �1=n�iÿ 1� � m2�i�=q2�i��ÿ1 i � 2

wi�i� � n�i�m�i�=q2�i� i � 2

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
�27�
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It can be veri®ed using Eq. (20). Similarly, it follows that

wk�i�

�
�1ÿ wk�k�m�k��wkÿ1�i� for 1 � i < k ÿ 1

�1ÿ wk�k�m�k��wkÿ1�i� ÿ wk�k��1ÿ m�k��
for i � k ÿ 1

8>><>>:
This together with Eq. (26) shows that

âkjk �âkÿ1jkÿ1 � wk�k�
� �a�k� ÿ �m�k�âkÿ1jkÿ1 � �1ÿ m�k��a�k ÿ 1���

In this expression, we recognize the term inside the inner
square brackets as the one-step-ahead least-squares
predictor of the ambiguities. It will be denoted as
âkjkÿ1. As a result, the predictor-corrector recursion
follows for k � 2 as

âkjkÿ1 � a�k ÿ 1� ÿ m�k��a�k ÿ 1� ÿ âkÿ1jkÿ1�
âkjk � âkÿ1jkÿ1 � wk�k��a�k� ÿ âkjkÿ1�

(28)

For k � 2, we have a�1� � â1j1 � â2j1. Note that
a�k ÿ 1� ÿ âkÿ1jkÿ1 is the least-squares ambiguity resid-
ual at epoch k ÿ 1, where as a�k� ÿ âkjkÿ1 is the predicted
ambiguity residual at epoch k. Also note that the
prediction step is absent, âkjkÿ1 � âkÿ1jkÿ1, when
m�k� � 1, which happens when time-correlation is
absent �q � 0�.

4 The size and shape of the search space

In the previous section we considered the location of the
ambiguity search space. In this section we consider its
size and shape. The size and shape of the ambiguity
search space is completely captured by the variance-
covariance matrix of the least-squares ambiguities. If we
invert the normal matrix of Eq. (12), or apply the error
propagation law to Eq. (13), the ambiguity variance
matrix follows as

As opposed to the ambiguity estimates which were
discussed in the previous section, this result shows that
the stochastic model does have a complete and direct
impact on the ambiguity variance matrices and thus also
on the geometry of the ambiguity search spaces. There
is, however, a distinct di�erence as to their impact on the
size and shape of the search space.

4.1 Time-dependent size

It follows from Eq. (29) that the in¯uence of the matrix
Q is only felt through the scale factor 1=eT

k Qÿ1ek. Hence,
matrix Q only a�ects the size of the search space and not

its shape or orientation. This is signi®cant, since it
implies that also the decorrelating ambiguity transfor-
mation of the LAMBDA method is not a�ected by it.
That is, one will get the same transformed ambiguities,
whether matrix Q equals the identity matrix or not. If we
assume time-correlation to follow a ®rst-order autore-
gressive process, the scale factor equals

1

eT
k Qÿ1ek

� 1

q2�1� �
1

1ÿ q2
Xk

i�2

1

q�i� ÿ
q

q�iÿ 1�
� �2" #ÿ1

�30�
Hence, for q�i� � 1 we get

1

k
� 1

eT
k Qÿ1ek

� 1

1� �k ÿ 1� 1ÿq
1�q

� 1

where the bounds are reached for, respectively, q � 0
and q � 1. This shows that when q > 0 the size of the
search space will decrease less rapidly as time progresses
than when time-correlation is absent. In fact, the size
will not change at all when q � 1.

4.2 Time-invariant shape

Since all time-dependent variables are captured in the
scale factor 1=eT

k Qÿ1ek, it follows from Eq. (29) that the
shape and orientation of the search space are themselves
time invariant. Hence, once the decorrelating ambiguity
transformation of the LAMBDA method has been
computed, it remains applicable irrespective of the
observation time span or sampling rate used. For its
computation, only s2I and the two matrices C/ and Cp
need to be known.

4.2.1 Ionosphere-®xed solution. The ambiguity variance
matrix for the ionosphere-®xed solution follows from
substituting s2I � 0 into Eq. (29) as

Qâ�0� � 1

eT
k Qÿ1ek

Kÿ1�C/ � Cp�I2 ÿ P��KÿT �31�

where matrix K � diag�k1; k2� contains the wavelengths
on L1 and L2. Note, since Cp�I2 ÿ P � � e2�eT

2Cÿ1p e2�ÿ1eT
2 ,

that the variance matrix equals the sum of a full-rank
matrix and a rank-1 matrix. The entries of the full-rank
matrix are very small compared to the entries of the
rank-1 matrix. From this structure and the fact that the
phase data are much more precise than the code data
follows immediately that the vector Kd is a good
approximation of the eigenvector that belongs to the
smallest eigenvalue. The vector orthogonal to Kd, which
is �k2;ÿk1�T , is therefore a good approximation of the
eigenvector belonging to the largest eigenvalue. This
shows that the major principal axis of the search space is
located in the ®rst and third quadrant, having an

Qâ�s2I � �
1

eT
k Qÿ1ek

Kÿ1 C/ � Cp � 2s2I �llT �I2 ÿ P � � �I2 ÿ P �T llT � ÿ CpP
1� s2I lT PCÿ1p l

" #
KÿT �29�
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orientation of less than 45 degrees. In fact, to a good
approximation, the orientation of the ionosphere-®xed
search space can be shown to equal 38 degrees.

The shape of the search space can be measured by its
elongation e. It equals the length ratio of the major and
minor principal axes of the search space. It is therefore
equal to the square root of the condition number of the
ambiguity variance matrix. The elongation of the iono-
sphere-®xed search space, e�0�, follows to a ®rst-order
approximation from Eq. (31) as

e�0� � 1

2
�l1 � l2�

cp

c/
�32�

which equals 103 when cp=c/ � 102. This shows that the
search space is very elongated indeed.

4.2.2 Ionosphere-¯oat solution. The ambiguity variance
matrix for the ionosphere-¯oat solution follows from
substituting s2I � 1 into Eq. (29) as

Qâ�1� � 1

eT
k Qÿ1ek

Kÿ1

� C/ � Cp � 2�llT �I2 ÿ P� � �I2 ÿ P �T llT �
lT PCÿ1p l

" #
KÿT

�33�
The orientation of the corresponding search space
follows to a good approximation as 44:8 degrees. Note
that in contrast with the ionosphere-®xed case, the
ambiguity variance matrix now remains of full rank,
even when C/ � 0. Hence, the search space will not
collapse into a straight line when the phase data are
assumed to be perfectly known. In fact, the elongation
of the search space is to a ®rst-order approximation
independent of the phase-code variance ratio,

e�1� � �l1 � l2� 1� 8

�l2 ÿ l1�2
 !

� 67 �34�

The search space is therefore still elongated, but less so
than in the ionosphere-®xed case.

4.2.3 Ionosphere-weighted solution. If we combine
Eqs. (31) and (33) with Eq. (29), it follows that apart
from the least-squares solution itself, also the ambiguity
variance matrix of the ionosphere-weighted solution can
be written as a weighted mean

Qâ�s2I � � a Qâ�0� � �1ÿ a� Qâ�1� (35)

This implies that the shape and orientation of the
ionosphere-weighted search space interpolates between
the values given for, respectively, the ionosphere-®xed
search space and the ionosphere-¯oat search space. And
since the weights are scalars, the same weighted mean is
taken of the variance matrices when one works with
ambiguities other than the DD ambiguities. For in-
stance, when instead of the DD ambiguity vector a, the

ambiguity vector z � ZT a is used, with matrix Z being
integer and area-preserving, we would have
Qẑ�s2I � � a Qẑ�0� � �1ÿ a� Qẑ�1�.

5 Area of search space

The area of the ambiguity search space, denoted by S, is
given for the ionosphere-weighted case as

S�s2I � � pv2
�������������������
j Qâ�s2I � j

q
�36�

where j Qâ�s2I � j is the determinant of the ambiguity
variance matrix. The area gives an indication of the
number of grid points that are located inside the search
space (Teunissen 1993). Numerical examples showing
how well this approximation works are given in
Teunissen et al. (1996). Note that the area, and thus
the determinant as well, is invariant for any area-
preserving transformation. Since all admissible ambigu-
ity transformations are members from this class (Teunis-
sen 1995), it follows that the determinant (or its square
root) of the ambiguity variance matrix gives a truly
intrinsic description of the precision of the ambiguities.

5.1 A closed-form expression

We will now derive a closed-form expression for the area
of the search space. In the previous section we treated
the time-dependent and time-invariant e�ects separate-
ly. In case of the area however, all of the elements of the
stochastic model, such as Q, s2I , C/ and Cp, will
contribute. We will therefore factor the solution for
the area in such a way that the various contributing
factors are clearly recognized.

If we invert the normal matrix of Eq. (12) and take
the determinant we get

j Qâ�s2I � j�
1

�eT
k Qÿ1ek�2

1

k21k
2
2

j Aÿ BT Cÿ1B j �37�

We will now solve for the determinant j Aÿ BT Cÿ1B j in
a few consecutive steps. First we note that the matrix

A B
BT C

� �
� X � s2I yyT �38�

with

X � C/ � Cp ÿCpd
ÿdT Cp dT Cpd

� �
; y � 2l

ÿlT d

� �
is the sum of a full-rank matrix X and a rank-1 matrix
yyT . This implies that the determinant of the matrix on
the right side of Eq. (38), equals j X j �1� s2I yT Xÿ1y�.
The determinant of the matrix on the left side follows
after orthogonalization as j Aÿ BT Cÿ1B jj C j. Hence,
we have

j Aÿ BT Cÿ1B j�j X j �1� s2I yT Xÿ1y� j C jÿ1 �39�
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The last two terms in this expression follow rather
straightforwardly as

For the ®rst term on the right side, we have

j X j �j C/ � Cp�I2 ÿ P� jj dT Cpd j
�j C/ � e2�eT

2Cÿ1p e2�ÿ1eT
2 jj dT Cpd j

�j C/ j 1� eT
2Cÿ1/ e2

eT
2Cÿ1p e2

 !
j dT Cpd j

The ®rst equality follows from taking the determinant of
X after its ®rst two rows are orthogonalized with respect
to the third. The second equality follows from substi-
tuting the projector P � I2 ÿ Cÿ1p e2�eT

2Cÿ1p e2�ÿ1eT
2 and

the third equality follows from taking the determinant
of a rank-1 updated matrix. If we now collect our results
and substitute them into Eq. (37), the sought-for
expression for the determinant follows as

The ®rst factor depends on time, whereas the remaining
three factors are time invariant. The ®rst two factors
equal the determinant if the code data are perfectly
known. This determinant would be extremely small due
to the high precision of the phase data. In that case
ambiguity validation would almost become trivial. The
third factor enters when one considers the ionosphere-
®xed solution for Cp 6� 0. This factor is very much larger
than 1, since Cp � C/. It shows that in the geometry-
free model, ambiguity validation heavily depends on the
precision of the code data. In fact, the third factor would
become in®nite in the absence of code data, thus
showing that in the geometry-free model, code data
are needed per se. Finally, the fourth factor enters when
the ionospheric delays are taken into account. This
factor is also greater than 1 and increases when s2I gets
larger, thus showing that the area of the search space
increases for increasing baseline lengths.

5.2 The determinant as a weighted mean

When we substitute s2I � 0 or s2I � 1 into Eq. (40), it
follows upon inspection that also the determinant of the
ionosphere-weighted solution can be written as a
weighted mean

j Qâ�s2I � j� a j Qâ�0� j ��1ÿ a� j Qâ�1� j (41)

This result allows us now to infer in a rather straight-
forward manner the impact of the weighting of the

ionosphere on the area of the search space. In order to
do so, we ®rst consider the area of the search space for
the two cases s2I � 0 and s2I � 1.

5.2.1 Ionosphere-®xed solution. When C/ � c2/I2 and
Cp � c2pI2, the determinant of the ionosphere-®xed
solution follows from Eq. (40) as

j Qâ�0� j � �eT
k Qÿ1ek�ÿ2

c4/
k21k

2
2

1� c2p
c2/

 !
�42�

This shows, since cp � c/, that we have to a good
approximation

j Qâ�0� j � �eT
k Qÿ1ek�ÿ2

c2/c2p
k21k

2
2

�43�

Hence, apart from the time-dependent part, it is the
product of the standard deviations of phase and code
that governs the area of the ionosphere-®xed search
space.

5.2.2 Ionosphere-¯oat solution. When C/ � c2/I2 and
Cp � c2pI2, the determinant of the ionosphere-¯oat
solution follows from Eq. (40) as

j Qâ�1� j � �eT
k Qÿ1ek�ÿ2

c4/
k21k

2
2

1� c2p
c2/

 !

� 1� c2p
c2/

1� 4 1� c2p
c2/

" #ÿ1�l2 � l1�2
�l2 ÿ l1�2

0@ 1A0@ 1A
�44�

This shows, since cp � c/, that we have to a good
approximation

j Qâ�1� j� �eT
k Qÿ1ek�ÿ2

c2pc2p
k21k

2
2

�45�

Hence, apart from the time-dependent part, it is now not
the product of the standard deviations of phase and

j C j � dT �Cp � s2I llT �d

1� s2I yT Xÿ1y � �1� s2I l
T PCÿ1p l� 1� 4s2I

lT ��I2 � P �T C/�I2 � P � � �I2 ÿ P�T Cp�I2 ÿ P ��ÿ1l
1� s2I lT PCÿ1p l

 !

j Qâ�s2I � j�
1

�eT
k Qÿ1ek�2|�������{z�������}

1

j C/ j
k21k

2
2|��{z��}

2

1� eT
2Cÿ1/ e2

eT
2Cÿ1p e2

 !
|������������{z������������}

3

1� 4s2I
lT ��I2 � P �T C/�I2 � P� � �I2 ÿ P �T Cp�I2 ÿ P��ÿ1l

1� s2I lT PCÿ1p l

 !
|����������������������������������������������������������{z����������������������������������������������������������}

4

�40�
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code that governs the area of the search space, but the
standard deviation of code with itself.

If we compare Eq. (43) with Eq. (45), it follows that

j Qâ�1� j = j Qâ�0� j �
c2p
c2/

�46�

This shows that when one goes from the ionosphere-
®xed solution to the ionosphere-¯oat solution, the area
of the search space gets blown up by a factor that equals
the ratio of the standard deviation of phase with that of
code. In practice this factor is about 100. Hence, the
ionosphere-¯oat ambiguity search space will admit
about 100 times more grid points than its ionosphere-
®xed counterpart. This explains why it is so much more
di�cult to get the ambiguities validated in the iono-
sphere-¯oat case than in the ionosphere-®xed case.

5.2.3 Ionosphere-weighted solution. Now that we know
the order of magnitudes of the two determinants
j Qâ�0� j and j Qâ�1� j, we can make use of the weighted
mean Eq. (41) to infer the sensitivity of the area with
respect to the spatial decorrelation of the ionosphere.
We will take the area of the ionosphere-®xed search
space as reference. We therefore write

S�s2I � � k�a�S�0� with k�a� �
�������������������������������������������������
a� �1ÿ a�S�1�2=S�0�2

q
According to Eq. (46), S�1�2=S�0�2 � c2p=c2/, which in

practice is about 104, and according to Eq. (24) we have
for the weight a � �1� �s2I =c2p��l2 ÿ l1�2=2�ÿ1 when

C/ � c2/I2 and Cp � c2pI2. Table 1 shows, for di�erent
values of the weight a, by how much the area of the
ionosphere-®xed search space gets blown up. It shows
that a should not be too far from 1 in order not to have
too large a blown-up area. In terms of the spatial
decorrelation, it shows that already when sI equals a few
times cp, the area gets close to its maximum value. The
area blows up by half of its maximum value when
sI=cp � 1:6.

6 Summary

In this contribution we considered the geometry-free
model and studied the dependence of the location, size
and shape of the ambiguity search space on the
stochastic model. The stochastic model included time-
correlation, cross-correlation and satellite elevation
dependency.

Solutions were derived for the least-squares ambi-
guities, their variance matrix and its determinant. It was
shown that their respective solutions for the ionosphere-
®xed model, the ionosphere-¯oat model and the iono-
sphere-weighted model are all related through the same
weighted mean

â�s2I � � a â�0� � �1ÿ a� â�1�
Qâ�s2I � � aQâ�0� � �1ÿ a�Qâ�1�
j Qâ�s2I � j� a j Qâ�0� j ��1ÿ a� j Qâ�1� j
The ®rst equation governs the location of the search
space, the second governs its shape and orientation, and
the third governs the area of the search space.

The dependence of the location on the stochastic
model could be separated into a time-dependent part
and a time-invariant part. The time-dependent part
manifests itself through the weights wk�i�. They are the
same for both â1 and â2, and more generally, for each
pair of admissible ambiguities. We also presented a re-
cursive formulation for the least-squares ambiguities. It
applies also in the presence of time-correlated autore-
gressive noise.

For the time-invariant dependence of the location on
the stochastic model, we discriminated between the
ionosphere-®xed case, the ionosphere-¯oat case and the
ionosphere-weighted case. The only commonality is that
all three types of solution are completely invariant for
changes in the cofactor matrix C/ of the phase observ-
ables. The ionosphere-¯oat location was shown to be
invariant for changes in Cp as well. For the ionosphere-
®xed location this only holds true when Cp � c2pI2. In
general however, it does depend on Cp. In this case, it
was shown that the covariance between the two code
observables can be mimicked by adjusting the level of
their variances. The dependence on s2I of the ionosphere-
weighted location manifests itself through the weight a.
Here however, it is the ratio sI=cp that counts, and not
so much their individual values.

As to the size and shape of the ambiguity search
space, it was shown that time-correlation and satellite
elevation dependency manifest themselves only through
a scale factor of the ambiguity variance matrix. This
holds true for all three versions of the geometry-free
model. Hence, only the size of the search space is af-
fected, but not its shape and orientation. It implies for
instance, that when time-correlation is erroneously as-
sumed absent the computed size of the search space will
decrease more rapidly than it actually should. It also
implies that the performance of the LAMBDA method,
as to its ability to obtain decorrelated ambiguities, is not
a�ected by the presence of time-correlation and/or sat-
ellite elevation dependency. But a mismodelling of time-
correlation and satellite elevation dependency does af-
fect, of course, the ambiguity validation process.

It was shown that the impact of the stochastic model
on the shape and orientation of the search space was felt
only through s2I and the two matrices C/ and Cp. Since
both the shape and orientation of the search spaces are
time invariant, the shape and orientation of the trans-

Table 1. Sensitivity of search space area for spatial decorrelation

a sI=cp k�a� � S�s2I �=S�0�
0.125 7.4 94
0.25 4.8 87
0.5 2.8 71
0.75 1.6 50
0.8 1.4 45
0.9 0.9 32
0.99 0.3 10
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formed search spaces as obtained with the LAMBDA
method are time invariant as well. Due to the given
weighted mean, the elongation e�s2I � and orientation
h�s2I � of the ionosphere-weighted search space interpo-
late between the ones of the ionosphere-®xed case and
the ionosphere-¯oat case. Thus: 67 � e�s2I � � 103 and
38� � h�s2I � � 44:8�.

The area of the search space gives an indication of
the number of grid points inside the search space. It is
based on the determinant of the ambiguity variance
matrix, which itself, due to its invariance against ad-
missible ambiguity transformations, gives an intrinsic
description of the ambiguity precision. A closed-form
expression was derived for this determinant. This ex-
pression was factored in such a way that all contributing
factors could be easily recognized. The area of the ion-
osphere-®xed search space was shown to be almost
proportional to c/cp. Its ionosphere-¯oat counterpart,
however, was shown to be almost proportional to cpcp.
The factor by which the area gets blown up when the
ionospheric delays are not assumed to be absent or
known, is therefore maximally cp=c/. This explains why
it is so much more di�cult to get the ambiguities vali-
dated for long baselines. Through the weighted mean of
the determinants, it was also shown by how much this
factor gets reduced when use is made of an a priori
weighted ionosphere.
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